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POC 14/20/30 – Industrial Air Filtration System

Industrial air filtering units POC 14/20/30 are designed for industrial heavy aroundthe-clock use with very simple and economical maintains.
Industrial Air Filtering Systems for:
Welding operations, surface grinding and metal cutting, dust generating processes,

mist and vapor collection, industrial grinding operations, fiberglass sanding &
deburring, CNC milling, EDM milling, powder mixing and much more.

The Ultimate Filtration for Dust!
Air is fully recovered back into the original room of the workshop. This
provides also very economical solution for the air filtration.

The POC series from 14 to 30 systems are variable and ready to customize
solution with suction capacity ranging from 1400m3/h to 3000m3/h within a
pressure of 1000 to 2500 Pa.
POC 14/20/30 air filtration units are assembled from parts:



dust chamber (Z)
filter chamber with the regenerating mechanism (F)



fan chamber (V)




exhauster expiratory housing (K)
housing of the II. degree filtration (D) (additional filter not included in standard unit set)

According to the type of pollution dusts, their amount, demands and dimensions, placement and
difficultness of the service, the costumer can choose himself the correct and convenient arrangement
of the exhauster. Exhauster categories are recognized as:

Our air filtration units can be designed and solved as "made to measure for every company or client
according to the specific type of entrapped malignancy, exhausted quantity of air and dirt, piping
conduit, power consumption or minimum noisiness. The over-all designs of our exhausters are
modified to provide and enable filters to regenerate. This extends and provides the durability of the
entire mechanism.

Each of the above -mentioned parts are supplied in several modifications to fit various purposes of
usage. Units can be supplied with a broad assortment accessory according to the requirements of the
consumer, for example exhaust shoulders, cyclone separators, housing of ll. degree filtration, prefiltration box, welding tables or tables for grinding, tubular parts, adapting pieces, automatic filter
restoration system, etc.

Examples of most used sets:

Examples of most used sets with II. degree filtration:

Examples of sets used without ventilator chamber to be
connected to external ventilator or suction pipe system:

HOUSING OF II. DEGREE FILTRATION
If capturing of very fine dust articles or gas impurity from exhausted breathing tube is
required, it is convenient to include the II. degree filtration housing (D) as a part of the
exhauster. The II. degree of filtration is placed in front of or behind the chamber.
The II. degree filtration housing is supplied by a circuit with four pieces of filter fillers
with dimensions of 610 x 610 x 50 mm. Removable front cover of the housing allows
easy exchanging of filter fillers. The cover is mounted by four screws M8 with a cup
head and internal hexagon of 5 mm. Seal is mounted under the cover. Standard
dimensions of housing with II. degree of filtration is shown on picture

Housing with II. degree of filtration is provided in three different modifications, each has its own use of
filter fillers.
D1 - with sorption fillers VS (for capturing gas pollutants)
D2 - with fillers VTA on basis of synthetic micro -fibers (filtration class EU 10)
D3 - with fillers VUA on basis of glass micro-fibers (filtration class EU 11)

USAGE AND SUPPLY
Usage of Air Filtration System POC

Air filtering units POC in standard design are used for working in environment without explosion
danger in temperatures of —20°C to +40°C. The temperature of exhausted air cannot exceed 90°C.
The exhausters are placed inside the buildings or at least under some shelter that protects them from
wind and other indispose influences.
Exhausters POC are designated to exhaust metal and non-metal dusts and small particles, aerosols,
with II. degree filtration are usable for exhausting welding dust as well.
For fiber or glair dust exhaustions, there is POC in combination with a water separator that is
supplied as an accessory.
For special requirements it is possible to supply the POC (exhausters) with special design for
explosion dusts and for environments of ZONE 2 according to CSN 33 2320.
POC are designed to be laid on horizontal surface with a minimal distance from a dust source.
The polluted air is captured by the exhausting shoulder which is a supplement of POC accessories.
When exhausting small amounts of pollution (for example from manually working sites) or just
occasionally, it is possible to connect one POC to more than just one working areas. The inter connection of POC and working sites is provided by an air-conditioning piping or flexible tubes.
POC should be placed as close to the exhausted area as possible. If connecting POC to piping trace
longer than 15 m is necessary, we recommend installment of second auxiliary ventilator.
POC construction is design to flow the filtered air back to the room or out of the room by airconditioning piping. For improvement of air -flow, a large surface outfall can be mounted on the POC
exhalation outlet, supplied as POC accessory.

DELIVERY, TRANSPORTATION, STOCKING
POC are delivered in non -returnable wrappings, assembled and arranged as required by a
customer. For special requirements, separate modulus can be delivered. POC are stocked and
transported in vertical or horizontal position on transportation pallet. POC are delivered in covered
transport vehicles and need to be stocked in dry enclosed places, secured from wind
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